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Pre- european Strategy

R&D FA :           R&D for future accelerators 

Target: R&D group to push technologies and physics studies for all future projects

(future -> post HL-LHC)


Studies were done at 360º including muon collider, e+ e- circular colliders at CERN and 
in China, pp circular colliders.


Main target of the project was to assess the physics reach and the cost of such facilities

as input to the European Strategy document.


Roma Tre contributed hosting 2 workshops: FCC-hh and CEPC, contributing to the 
physics studies for FCC-hh, presenting a project in AIDA for the build up of a software 
stuck for particle flow reconstruction in dual read out calorimeter.


Roma Tre Group: M. Biglietti, B. Di Micco, R. Di Nardo,  A. Farilla



European strategy outcome
There were different interpretations of the European strategy document.


The factual (but obviously personal points are):


1. HL-LHC will last up to 2038, therefore the focus of physics at colliders in Europe should 
remain running LHC, analysing its data and contribute to the HL-LHC upgrade;


2. at the same time CERN has assessed the priority for the post HL-LHC era:


      1. an e+ e- Higgs factory is considered the next high priority machine for particle 
physics;


      2. the main step in collider development is considered a 100 TeV, 100 km collider for pp 
collisions at high energy;


      3. all options are still open so a deep R&D in accelerator technology (muon collider, 
linear collider, plasma acceleration) are pushed through the european strategy;


    4. by the time of the next European Strategy CERN should say if he can make, that 
means he was able to find extra money, to build a 100 km machine, the first target is to get 
the tunnel financed by hosting states (France, Switzerland)


   5. an e+ e- machine is still considered a possible step before a pp machine but it is 
excluded if in the meanwhile it is done elsewhere.



Consequences for RDFA

FCC is now a CERN full supported project, with good financing for both magnets and 
machine development.


The strategy calls for a Technical Design Report for the collider (both FCC-ee and FCC-
hh), it is less clear if it calls for a TDR for the detectors.


For sure it calls for extended detector R&D to cope with the needs of FCC-ee and FCC-
hh.


RDFA is spliced in two subjects: RDD-FCC and RD-MUCOL


For the last item Roma Tre, with Sussex (I. Vivarelli) and CERN (Sofia Vallecorsa),  
presented a software RD project to develop particle flow algorithms for Dual Read Out 
calorimeter with timing information.
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Geant4 Simulation

• INFN code on [github].  
How to run locally or with cvmfs  
sourcing [TWiki].  
 
Geometry adapted to the IDEA 
drift chamber volume. 

• South Korea code on [github]. 
 
Geometry inspired by the (ILC) 4th Concept  
proposal.  
Very similar to CEPC CDR IDEA.

Currently we support two Geant4 applications of a fully-projective tower-based dual-readout calorimeter. 
They are both evolving but can already be used for several studies.
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Tower structure

• Towers are G4Trap() physical volumes with 
slightly different shapes changing with θ. 

• Fibers are 1mm diameter G4Tubs(), 0.5 mm 
of absorber material (copper) between two 
adjacent fibers is considered. 

• With INFN code we estimated about 130 
million fibers for the whole IDEA detector.

From INFN group

design of one 
projective tower
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Single Hadrons Performance
The dual-readout compensation applies well to hadrons fully simulated with Geant4.  
Some examples: resolution improvement. 

INFN Geant4
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Cherenkov Scintillation Best energy estimate

χ = 0.41

based on dual read-out technology to 
reconstruct the electromagnetic fraction of 
showers

Issues: longitudinal sampling spoils homogeneity and the 
response uniformity, needs advanced technique for PID (it is 
not possible to put an electromagnetic calorimeter in front for 
photon ID)


AIDANova project: use Neural Network together with timing 
information to build up PID and particle flow algorithm for DR 
calorimeters,


Participating institutions: INFN, Sussex, CERN


Project at the last step of approval, Roma Tre should be 
financed with 20k + 5k overhead, try to get same amount as 
special AIDANova cofound from CSN1 
 
Request for 9k international travels and 2k national travels plus 
2 months FTE for computing.

IDEA caloimeter scheme, proposed for CEPC and FCC-ee


